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Voith launches new rubber roll covers for film and sizing presses on 
the market: potential savings of EUR 50,000 a year 
 2015-10-16 
 
The market launch of Voith’s UniFilm and UniSize, two rubber roll covers 
for film and size presses, is the start of a new product series. The wish to 
offer economic benefits to papermakers played an important role in the 
development of the Uni series. For example, the development goal for the 
UniFilm roll cover was to substantially extend the metering rod service life. 
 
Voith developed the UniFilm rubber roll cover for use in film presses, while 
UniSize was specially optimized for the requirements of puddle size press-
es. Both roll covers feature a new polymer matrix and new base layer 
structure that ensures maximum bonding to the roll core. Another new fea-
ture is the integration of an innovative filler system that creates the very 
uniform and stable surface roughness that is crucial to achieving a high-
quality coating.  
 
The UniSize roll cover has better mechanical properties than standard roll 
covers and therefore offers greater resistance in the event of web breaks. 
The new UniFilm cover for applicator rolls impresses with its high abrasion 
resistance and longer metering rod service life thanks to micro-lubrication. 
Extensive trials and test series in European paper mills have provided 
proof that metering rod service life is actually extended thanks to UniFilm. 
Savings can be up to EUR 50,000 per year. 
 
Further information is available on the Voith website at  
www.voith.com/paper. Voith Paper is also on Twitter and YouTube. 
 
Voith Paper is a division of the Voith Group and the leading partner to and 
pioneer in the paper industry. Through constant innovations, Voith Paper is 
optimizing the paper manufacturing process, focusing on developing re-
source-saving products to reduce the use of energy, water, and fibers. Fur-

http://www.voith.com/paper
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thermore, Voith Paper offers a broad service portfolio for all sections of the 
paper manufacturing process. 
 
Voith sets standards in the markets of energy, oil & gas, paper, raw mate-
rials and transport & automotive. Founded in 1867, Voith today has more 
than 39,000 employees, sales of €5.3 billion and locations in more than 50 
countries, making it one of the largest family-owned companies in Europe. 
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